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Comments: "UNLESS someone like you cares a whole awful lot, nothing is going to get better it's not . The

Lorax" Thank you for extending the public comment period and letting Montana residents weigh in on this

proposal. I honestly feel this is a project not in montanas best interest and a major loss to generations to come if

approved. There are so many areas to touch on such as a major wildlife corridor and the impacts this project

would have on this beautiful ecosystem. The existing footprint of the current lodge and out buildings  are in

harmony with the area and people that recreate and live in the area. It's a major access point to wilderness trails.

This proposed projects footprints calls for an unprecedented amount of trees to be cut and an exponential growth

of cabins and development complete with parking lots. Who does this benefit economically when all the money

leaves the state back to Utah instead of benefiting local communities and landowners? Who's the target

Audience and is this going to be a place where an average Montana resident can afford to go? Is  this going to

be average person can afford to go to? I honestly feel overwhelmed and saddened by the rapid growth and

development and current population explosion in the last four years. Holland  lake and greater area is a place

where Montana families have gone and go to disconnect from life's busyness and enjoy each other in this unique

remote and largely undeveloped area. The whole hwy 83 corridor is one of the most beautiful parts of the state

and allowing this project to proceed would lead to future overuse and another loss of pubic land and preservation

there of. I beseech you as a resident and father to not approve this project and keep this area wild and

undeveloped for future generations and not just another playground for the rich. Thank you for your consideration

 


